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Steel "Under the Microscope. 

An experienced steel maker can estimate very closely the 
11recise quality, chemical composition, tensile and compressive 
strength, and even the mode of treatment which a steel has 
undergone, by looking at its fracture. The appear 
ance of the crystalline texture which is more or less dis
cernable by the naked eye, and the method in which 
the reflected light gives certain variations of luster, are the 
scanty yet very important indications from which, by a series 
of guesses as to probabilities, an opinion may be formed 
which has every chance of being correct. This being the 
case, it seems very obvious that, by the assistance of the 
microscope, we should be capable of observing the texture of 
steel and iron fractures more correctly and more minutely. 
and a smaller amount of experience or nicety of observation 
should be sufficient-should enable us to form a correct opin
ion of the qualities of any given sample of steel. This is the 
case, and to such an extent that it is most astonishing how 
metallurgists could have neglected the use of the microscope 
to such an extent as it generally has been. We have already 
drawn attention in this journal to the interesting researches 
made by M. Schott, the manager of Count Stollberg's foun
dery at llsenburg, upon the appearance of liquid and solidi
fying cast iron under the microscope, and we can quote the 
experience of this metallurgist as to the advantages to be 

obtained from microscopic observation of various kinds of 
steE'l. M. Schott, at his visit to the Paris Exhibition, made 
some most remarkable" guesses," as some steel-makers would 
call his conclUsions, with regard to the qualities and method 
of manufacture of many hundreds of steel samples exhibited 
there, and of which he, in many cases, had no other knowl
edge than that which he could 'gather through the aid of a 
small pocket microscope, made of two pieces of rock crystal, 
formed into a very powerful single lens. A pocket micro
scope of this kind ougllt to be the companion of every man 
interested in steel manufacture. Lenses of the usual kind, 
even if piled up iu sets of three or four, are entirely insuf
ficient. The lens must be of a very small focus, and properly 
achromatic, A little practice is sufficient to enable the user 
to " see" through this lens; but it is, of course, not quite so 
easy to learn the meaning of what is thus seen, and to esti
mate from the appearance the quality of the steel inspected. 

M. Schott has established for himself a kind of theory 
which, we believe, will be useful to those of our readers who 
desire to use the microscope in their researches upon the 
qualities of steel. M. Schott contends that each crystal of 
iron is an octahedron, or rather, a double pyramid raised up
on a flat square base. The hights of the pyramids in pro
portion to their bases are not the same in different kinds of 
steel, and the pyramids become flatter and flatter as the pro
portion of carbon decreases. Consequently, in cast iron and 
in the crudest kinds of hard steel, the crystals approach more 
to the cubical form from which the octahedron proper is de
rived, and the opposite extreme, or the shaft wrought iron, 
has its pyramids flattened down to parallel surfaces or leaves, 
which, in the arrangement, produce what we call the fiber of 
the iron. Between these limits, all variations of hights of 
pyramids can be observed in the different kinds of steel in 
which these crystals are arranged more or less regularly and 
uniformly, according to the quality and mode of manufacture. 
The highest quality of steel !!as all its crystals in parallel po
sitions, each crystal filling the interspaces formed by the an
gular sides of its neighbors. The crystals stand with their 
axes in the direction of the pressure or percussive f orce ex
erted upon them in working, and consequently the fracture 
shows the side or sharp corneTS of all the parallel crystals. 
In reality good steel under the microscope shows large groups 
of fine crystals like the points of needles, all arranged in the 
same direction, and parallel to each other. If held against 
the light in a particular direction, each point reflects the 
light completely, and a series of parallel brilliant streaks are 
shown all over the surface. Now, the exact parallelism of 
the pointed ends or of the streaks of light is one of the most 
decisive tests for a good quality of steel, and this is not visi
ble quite so frequently as might be generally imagined. On 
the contrary, a great majority of steel fractures show crystals 
arranged in parallel groups or bundles, as before described, 
but clustered together in several distinct crystalline layers, 
which are not parallel to each other. The consequence is 
that the needle-points, visible under the microscope, appear 
to cross each other at certain places, or at least they point in 
such directions that, if elongated, these lines would cross each 
other at a short distance in front of the fractured surface. 
Wherever the crossing' actually takes place, a ridge or line is 
generally visible to the naked eye, and the color of the two 
parts of the fractured surface which contain the different 
groups is different, since the light which falls upon one group 
at the proper angle for reflection will be in such a position 
wi:h regard to the other group as to throw the points of the 
crystals into the shade. The one part of the surface, there
fore, win appear bright or silvery white, while the other will 
loqk dark or grey in color. As usual, inferior specimens are 
more instructive than the best qualities, because there the 
peculiarities and faults come out most strikingly. We have 
seen a piece of a Bessemer steel block from a spoiled charge, 
in which the crystalline structure of the spiegeleisen was 
seen in some spaces, particularly at the edges of the air-bub
bles, perfectly distinguished from the coarse-grained crystals 
of the mass of steel all round. This mass, moreover, contain
ed groups of very different character within itself. In a speci
men of steel or iron. made by another process, we could dis
cover clearly defined crystals of pyrites, indicating the ex
istence of sulphur in an unexpectedly tangible manner. Re
peated melting, heating, or hammering of steel has, in gen
eral, the effect of reducing the sizes of crystals, and also of 
laying them more parallel. Still there seems to be a differ-

ence between the treatment which gives parallelism and that 
which causes the reduction of sizes in the crystals. The 
former seems to be principally due to the action of the heat, 
and repeated melting is the great panacea in this respect. 
The small-sized crystals, or what is called fine-grain, can be 
obtained by mere mechanical operations. In fact, hammer
ing at a dull, red heat, or even quite cold, is known to pro
iluce the effect of making the grain of steel extremely fine. 
This is a property, however, which is lost by reheating, and 
at a sufficiently elevated temperature, steel seems to crystal
lize in large grains, which remain if it is allowed to cool 
slowly and undisturbed by mechanical action.-Engineell'ing. 
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Ice in Deep Mines. 

The main entrance to the pits at Dannemora, Persberg, ene 
of the oidest and most celebrated of the Swedish iron mines, 
is a natural opening or abyss, of so large a circumference as 
to require Bome fifteen minutes to walk around its mouth. 
A scaffold is erected out so as to overhang this abyss, upon 
which the hoisting machinery is placed. The observer can 
look down into this frightful abyss upward of 500 feet, to 
which point the light of day extends, and beyond which all 
is shrouded in darkness, save when feebly illuminated by the 
dim lights of the miners. One of the most remarkable facts 
connected with this mine is the large quantity of ice which is 
always present there. Professor Von Leonhard, in his "Pop
ular Lectures on Geology," say's: "The deeper you go the 
more the ice mcreaSf's. And in order to remove it from the 
pits it must be raised up in buckets. At some places the ice 
is 90 feet thick; it forms real glaciers, which are never dimin
ished by any change of external temperature. This fact, 
however, should not be regarded as contradictory to another, 
which will hereafter be illustrated, and which is that pits 
become warmer in proportion to their depth. The phenom
enon at Persberg, as we shall see, can be explained on natural 
principles. When the visitor has reached the bottom he is 
conducted by his guide into vaulte>d chambers, through im
mense regions of ice. Many of these vaults are so large that 
fifty men can conveniently work in them at the same time." 
This occurrence of ice in deep mines is not an isolated fact. 
Ice is found in the pits of Ehrenfriedensdorf, in Saxony. 
Leopold Von Buch tells us that formerly, in Norway, mining 
was prosecuted above the region of eternal snow. Wood, for 
the timbering, could not be had there, and its want was sup
plied by filling up a drift with water, and allowing it to 
freeze; passages were then cut through the ice as they were 
needed, the balance of the ice being left in lieu of wood for 
timbers. It is also well known, says the M ining and, &ientifio 
Pres8, that the ancient Peruvians obtained ores on the Cordil
leras, in places elevated above the perpetual snow line. The 
mines of Rauris, in upper Austria, lie entirely within the 
glacier region; and most of the shafts open in eternal ice, 
clear as crystal; the miners' huts are surrounded with ice. 
On what is known as Gold Mountain one of the shafts is sunk 
100 feet through pure glacier ice. A gold mine in the deep 
valley of the Alps, near Salliberg, is th.e highest in Europe 
which is now worked. There are two tunnels near this mine 
entirely surrounded with glacier ice. The miners of this 
region undergo great hardships from exposures, and to 
avalanches, which often sweep them to destruction while 
going to and fro to their work, or while reposing in their 
cabins on the hill sides. It is stated by one authority that there 
is a locality deep within one of the iron mines of Dannemora, 
already noted, where the mass of ice is 120 yards thick.
Mechanics' Magazine. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

WHEELER'S HOMES FOR THE PEO PLE . Geo.E. Woodward, 
191 Broadway, N. Y. Price $3. 

This is one of a series of new works on architecture,just from the press of 
Mr. Woodward, who makes it a speclalty to publish this class of literature. 
Gervase Wheeler, author of the work under consideration, had his manu
script readvforlthe press some years ago, but uufortunately the bnilding 
where the work was in preparation was consumed by fire and the work of 
many weary months was lost. But what was;h1s loss was the publlc gain, 
for there have been many Improvements in architecture Since the author's 
calamity, which he has introduced into the volume before us. The work is 
embelllshed with one hundred engravinll:s of Villas, cottages. and country 
honses ot every orner of arChitecture, with plans and estimates of cost. 

WHEELER'S RURAL HOMES. 
The author of" Homes for the P"ople" has also published through Wood

ward,191 Broadway, a similar but less comprehensive work entitled" Rural 
Homes," in which he not only illnstrates plans of a number of cheap cot
tages, but also gives engravings of a variety of rustic furniture snitable for 
Bummer houses and lawns, such as settees, chairs, flower stands, etc. The 
author also gives hints as to the bestmode of plumbing and heating country 
houses; also a form lfor ;dr awing a specification; and contract between the 
landlord and bullder. Price $2. 

WOODWARD'S RURAL ART. Geo. E. Woodward. Author 
and Publisher, 191 Broadway, N. Y. Price $1.50. 

The volume befOl'fl us is No.2 of Mr. Woodward's annual, on the subject 
of architecture and mral art. It is not ,unllke Wheeler's works, noticed 
above,in its general character. Mr. Woodward designs to issue a work of 
this kind every year, adding all the new features and fashions in the con
,truction and finish of country houses, Either of the above works will be 
found nseful to builders or persons about to erect or furnish country honses. 

HASWELL'S ENGINEERS' AND MECHANICS' POCKET BOOK. 
New York: Harper Brothers. 

Mr.Haswell has long been known as one of our most experienced and relia
ble civil en�ilieers. His Pocket Boo k is regarded as one of the standard works, 
for ready reterence, in all that relates to engineering. For some time past 
the author has been engaged in enlarging and revlslllg the matter contained 
in previous editions, and the result is ROW before the public. From about 
800 p"ges he has enlarged the book to 650 closelyiprinted pages, and we ven
ture to say that no work of the kiud has ever been produced which contained 
so much information upon the various branches of engineering, condensed 
into so small a space. The priDcipal tables, rules, estimates, calculations, 
ete� employed in the mechaniC arts, architecture, railroading, civil engi
neering, steam navigation, are given in the most convenient and intelligible 
form. Mr. Haswell's new book ought to be in the p08session at every engi
neer and mechaniC in the country . 
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IIANUFACTURING,IIINING, AND RAILROAD ITEIIS. 

Phlladelphla claims to be the greatest manufacturing city in tbe world, 
except London. In 1866 the factories there produced over two hundred mil· 
lion of dollars worth of staple goods. 

Turkey has projected three Unes of railway, the first from Constantinople 
to Belgrade; the second from Enos, a short distance west of Constantino
ple, to Varna on the Black Sea:; the third from Enos to U.knlp in Northern 
Macedonia. The contract for them has been awarded, and the means will be 
furnished by English, French, and Belgium capitaUsts. 

The gold yield for the country for the present year is about as follows: 
Montana $12,000,000; Idaho $6,000,000; Oregon $2,000.000 ; Colorado $5,000,000 
Nevada $19,000,000; California $25,000,000. and miscellaneous $5,000,000. To
tal $74,000,000. 

The common 6o-seat American raHway passenger car costs from $4,000 to 

$5,000 eacll, while the English style of raHway coach introduced on a few o f  
our rOllds cost about $14,000. There is a wide d11l'erence too, in the weight, 
in favor of the American car. The interest on the greater cost, and the 
hauling of the extra weight of the English car must be paid for by those who 
value exclusiveness su1llciently to use them. In c .. ses where the English 
coach have been introduced here, they have not proved a:prOfitable invest
ment, and there is very little prospect ot their being widely adopted. 

The coal deposits of Russian America are pronounced valueless, the miner
aI being found only in small contorted seams. Iron is found in worthless 
beds of clay, and far up on thelKonkon, gold illay be obtained but under such 
Circumstances that it Is also valueless, being only workable two months in 
the year. Stains of copper have been found on rocks near Norten Bay, but 
no ledge or seam. 

There is a stone quarried in Cornwall, Eng., called the Polyphant stoue, 
which can be cnt by a hand saw with ease when first mined, but in time be
comes exceedingly hard. It occurs of a neutral grey color, aud also of a 
green with red spots and is admired by architects for its chromatic eJi'ects. 

The New York and New Haven railroad have just introduced a new system 
of warming their pasBenlter cars, by means of hot water circulating through 
pipes placed under each seat. By fo!lowing this plan all the heat is e�ono 
mized and thus keeping the feet of the passengers warm, the whole body ex 
periences an agreeable sense of comfort. We hope to see other roads adopt 
ingthis excellent mode of warming cflrs. 

Atrain of thh'ty carB was loaded with railroad iron at the Cambria iron 
works, JohnstoWn, Pa.,last week, the destination of whicl1ls a point on the 
Pacific BaUroad over five hundred mlles west of Omaha, Nebraska. The 

distance to be traversed is fifteen hundred mile3. considerably more thau 
half way" across the continentt" and all this distance 1s to be traversed 
without transhipment of the iron. 

The number ot Bessemersteel converters now established in Europe,num
berall5, which Ilre capable of producing half a mlllion of tuns per annum. 
England with My-two converters turns out weekly 6,000 tuns. Prussia with 
twenty-two converter. is the next greatest producer, 1,460 tuns weekly. 
Next comes France with twelve converters and sao tuns; Austria,fourteen 
converters, and 650 tuns; Sweden fifteen converters, and 530 tuns. Tae Bes
semer process is worked at one 10cal1ty only in Belgium, and Italy has two 
establ1shments, with a very small Yield. 

South America does not propose to be outdone on the traus-continental 
question by its northern compeer. A project is on foot to extend the Val
paraiso and Santiago railroad aeross the Andes to Buenos Ayres. A German 
engmeer, Otto Von Armen, has .urveyed the route, a company has been 
formed, the government has been appl1ed to for a charter and grant of land 
on both sides of the track upon which they propose to establ!sh German col
onies, although liberal inducements will be held out to all other nationalities 
to settle there. As an instance showing how railroading pays in South Amer
iCa, it is stated that the road from Santiago to Valparai.o has earned during 
the past year the sum of $910,241, being quite an increase over the previous 
year. 

The experimental elevated railroad in Greenwich street this citv has been 
completed for quarter ot a mlle from the Battery. At the last meeting of the 
stockholders the engineer's exhibit of present and probable future cost, hav
ingbeen inspected it was uMuimously resolved to proceed withlthe extension 
oftheroad!one quarter mHe further, to Cortlandt street, preparatory to its in 
spectlon by the State commissioners, as required by law. 

The Massachusetts State Councl1, recently by a unanimous vote, annulled 
the contract made in July with Messrs. Dull, Gowan and White, for complet 
ing certain portions of the Hoosac tunnel, including the central shaf�, They 
authorized the commissioners to take possession. of all the tools etc., belong
ing to the State and to make an immediate settlement with the contractors. 
The rtlasolll for this are tllat the bIds for the contract were much t .. o low 
and an increase of rates would soon be necessary, and the council are ad

verse to making any advance in that direction. 

MAliroFAOTUBING BRIOKS.-E. W. Crittenden,Pittsburgh,Pa.-This inven
tion relates to certain new and useful improvements in manutacturmg 
briCks, designed for operating on a large scale, and more especially with a 
view of disp ,nsing with the hard labor and eX)lensive manipulations hitherto 
required in the process ot brick making. The invention conslsts,lst,in an 
improved means for crushing or pulverizing the clay, and bringing it to a 
proper elastic state to be molded or compressed into bricks. 2d.in an im
proved means for molding and compressing the clay into briCks, and 3d. in a 
novel and improved means for drying the compressed clay ,or unburnt bricks 
to render them suitable for burn1n1t in the kUn. 

SAFBTY ATTAOHMBNT FOR W ATOH POOKETs.-Edward Wllliams, New York 
ctty.-The present in'Vention relates to an attachment to watch pockets of 
wearing apparel, the object of which is to prevent the abs1raction or removal 
of the watch carried In such pocket from the same, without the knowledl!;e 
or consent ot the wearer or owner, thereby obviating all possibllity of the 
watch being stolen when the person wearing it is in a crowd, or otherwise 
ravorably situated for�the operations of thieves, pickpockets, etc .; the said 
safety attachment being of such a nature and construction as to be easUy 
manipulated by the wearer, and to oJi'er no impediment to the free removal 
of the watch by such person. 

MAollINlil FOR HBADINGAml SQUARING BOLTs.-Albert R .  BaHey, New Ha· 
ven, C,onn., and Wilson W. Knowles, Plantsvllle, Conn.-This invention re
lates to a new and improved machine for heading and squaring bolts. and it 
consist. in a novel arrangement ot dies and a header, arranged to operate 
in such a manner that a square is formed on a bolt. contiguous to tts head , 
ofgreaterthiclmessthan the body or maiu portion of the bolt, and the head 
and square formed on the bolt at one operation. 

Co_ PLANTEB.-J. M. Sampson, Waynesville,lll.-This invention relates 
to a new and improved corn planter, of that class in which the seed distribut
ing deVice is operated by hand, the device being mounted on wheels, and all 
so arranged that a very Simple, cheap and etllcient corn planter Is obtained. 

BRUSH HOLDBR.-Joseph Messinger,Springfteld, Vt.-Tllisinvention relates 
to a new and improved holder, by which scrub-bushes may be firmly secured 
to a handle to admit of the brusll being used without the necessity of the op
erawr stooplno; over and working on tile knees, as is now universally done. 
The invention consists in constructing the holder in such a manner that the 
handle thereof m'ay be turned or adjusted in a position at right angles with 
the brush, or longitudinally thereWith, and the holder at the same time be 
perfectly simple in construction, and economical to manufacture. 

GATBSPRING.-W. W. Sutl1Ji', Town Line, Pa.-This invention relates to an 
improvement in a spring for a gate or door, and consists of a fiat, covered, 
metal spring, hinged atone end to the back of a gate, whlle the other end is 
free to catch in one of a series of notches in a block fastened to the post or 
trameof agateor door, which spring, byits pressure, k eeps the gate alosetl 
when It is not forcibly pushed open . 
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